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Abstract—Certificate-based encryption (CBE) is a new 
asymmetric encryption paradigm which combines 
traditional public-key encryption (PKE) and identity based 
encryption (IBE) while preserving some of their most 
attractive features. CBE provides an efficient implicit 
certificate mechanism to eliminate third-party queries for 
the certificate status and to simply the certificate revocation 
problem. Therefore, CBE can be used to construct an 
efficient PKI requiring fewer infrastructures. In addition, it 
also solves the key escrow problem and key distribution 
problem inherent in IBE. In this paper, we introduce a new 
notion called Threshold Certificate-Based Encryption 
(TCBE) to overcome the limitations of CBE due to the using 
of sole master key in the system. It preserves the advantages 
of CBE such as implicit certificate and no private key 
escrow. At the same time it inherits the properties of 
threshold encryption. We first formalize the definition and 
security model for TCBE. Then we propose a concrete 
TCBE scheme and prove it to be CCA-secure under the 
Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption in the 
standard model. 
 
Index Terms—threshold certificate-based encryption, 
security model, CCA-secure, standard model 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In traditional public key cryptography (PKC), a Public 
Key Infrastructure (PKI) is used to provide an assurance 
to the user about the relationship between a public key 
and the identity of the holder of the corresponding private 
key by certificates. However, the need for PKI supporting 
certificates is considered the main difficulty in the 
deployment and management of traditional PKC. To 
simplify the management, the certificates, Shamir [1] 
introduced identity-based cryptography (IBC) in which 
the public key of each user is derived directly from 
certain aspects of its identity, such as an IP address or an 
e-mail address, and the corresponding private key is 
generated by a trusted third party called Private Key 
Generator (PKG). For a long while it was an open 
problem to obtain a secure and efficient identity based 
encryption (IBE) scheme. Until 2001, Boneh and 
Franklin [3] presented the first practical and provably 
secure IBE scheme (BF-IBE) using the bilinear pairings 
on elliptic curves. The main practical benefit of IBC lies 
in greatly reduction of need for public key certificates. 

However, the PKG can generate the private keys of all its 
users, so private key escrow becomes an inherent 
problem in IBC. Moreover, private keys must be sent to 
the users over secure channels. It makes private key 
distribution a daunting task [7]. To fill the gap between 
traditional PKC and IBC, Al-Riyami and Paterson 
proposed a new paradigm called certificateless public key 
cryptography (CL-PKC) [4] in 2003. CL-PKC eliminates 
the key-escrow problem inherent in IBC. At the same 
time, it preserves the advantage of IBC which is the 
absence of digital certificates and their heavy 
management overhead. In CL-PKC, a trusted third party 
called Key Generating Center (KGC) is involved in the 
process of issuing a partial secret key for each user. The 
user independently generates its public/private key pair 
and combines the partial secret key from the KGC with 
its private key to generate the actual decryption key. By 
way of contrast to the PKG in IBC, the KGC does not 
have access to the user’s decryption key. Therefore, CL-
PKC solves the key escrow problem. However, due to the 
lack of public key authentication (certificate), CL-PKC is 
pointed out that it suffers from the Denial-of-Decryption 
(DOD) attack [6]. Moreover, CL-PKC suffers the same 
key distribution problem as IBC because partial secret 
keys must be sent to the users over secure channels. 

In Eurocrypt 2003, Gentry [7] introduced the notion of 
certificate-based encryption (CBE), which combines 
identity-based encryption and traditional PKI-supported 
public key encryption (PKE) while preserving some of 
their most attractive features. CBE provides an implicit 
certification mechanism for a traditional PKI and allows a 
periodical update of certificate status. As traditional PKIs, 
each user in CBE generates his own public/private key 
pair and requests a long-lived certificate from the CA. 
This long-lived certificate has all the functionalities of a 
traditional PKI certificate. But, CA generates the long-
lived certificate as well as short-lived certificates. A 
short-lived certificate can be pushed only to the owner of 
the public/private key pair and acts as a partial decryption 
key. This additional functionality provides an implicit 
certificate so that the sender is not required to obtain 
fresh information on certificate status and the recipient 
can only decrypt the ciphertext using his private key 
along with an up-to-date short-lived certificate from its 
CA. The feature of implicit certification allows us to 
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eliminate third-party queries for the certificate status and 
simply the public key revocation problem so that CBE 
does not need infrastructures like CRL [8] and OCSP [9]. 
Therefore, CBE can be used to construct an efficient PKI 
requiring fewer infrastructures. Although a CBE scheme 
is inefficient when a CA has a large number of users and 
performs frequent certificate updates, this problem can be 
overcome by using subset covers [7]. Furthermore, there 
is no key escrow and key distribution problem in CBE. 

A.  Related Work 
Since the introduction of CBE [7], in which Gentry 

proposed a CBE scheme and proved the security in the 
random oracle model [22,23], there are different variants 
or improvements proposed in the literature later on. Yum 
and Lee [10] provided a formal equivalence theorem 
among IBE, CL-PKE and CBE. They showed that IBE 
implies both CBE and CL-PKE by giving a generic 
construction from IBE to those primitives. The same 
authors [11] also proposed a method to generically 
construct of CL-PKE from IBE and PKE, which can also 
be adapted to generically construct CBE. However, 
Galindo et al. [18] pointed out that a dishonest authority 
could break the security of the three generic constructions 
given in [10,11]. These constructions were inherently 
flawed due to a naive use of double encryption without 
further treatments. We solved this problem by providing a  
security-enhancing conversion [14] and achieved two 
generic CBE constructions from PKE and IBE [15], 
which are provably CCA-secure in the random oracle 
model. Al-Riyami and Paterson [5] gave an analysis of 
Gentry’s CBE concept and repaired a number of 
problems with the original definition and security model 
for CBE. They also presented a generic conversion of 
CBE from CL-PKE and claimed that a secure CBE 
scheme could be constructed from any secure CL-PKE 
scheme using this conversion. Kang and Park [16] 
pointed out that their conversion was incorrect due to the 
flaw in their security proof. In [18], Dodis and Katz gave 
generic techniques to build CCA-secure multiple-
encryption schemes from PKE schemes which are 
individually CCA-secure. They showed that their method 
could be applied to an IBE and a PKE (instead of two 
PKEs) and to build CBE schemes without resorting to the 
random oracle model. Recently, Wang et al. [19] 
proposed a certificate-based proxy cryptosystem based on 
Gentry’s CBE scheme. Moreover, Galindo et al. [13] 
proposed the first construction of CBE scheme secure in 
the standard model. In parallel to CBE, Kang et al. [17] 
proposed the security notion of certificate-based signature 
(CBS) that follows the idea of Gentry’s CBE scheme and 
provided a concrete CBS scheme in the random oracle 
model. However, Li et al. [20] pointed out that this 
signature scheme was insecure against the key 
replacement attack. They refined the security model of 
CBS given in [17] and constructed a new CBS scheme 
which is secure in the random oracle model. Moreover, 
Au et al. [21] propose a new notion called certificate-
based ring signature, which is the ring signature in 
certificate based cryptography setting. 

B.  Our Contribution 
We propose a new notion called Threshold Certificate-

based Encryption (TCBE) to overcome the limitations of 
CBE due to the sole master key in the system. In TCBE, 
the system master key is not stored in a single location 
and held by a single trusted authority as in CBE, but 
shared by a set of trusted authorities, and each user needs 
to generate his certificate by combining adequate 
certificate shares from these trusted authorities. Therefore, 
it becomes more difficult to compromise the master key 
or to perform Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks against the 
trusted authorities. To capture the collusive-attack 
scenarios in the threshold cryptography setting, we refine 
the security model of CBE by redefining the Type II 
adversary to model the collusive trusted authorities who 
have adequate master key shares to generate the 
certificates for any users in the system and to attack a 
fixed user’s public key as in CBE. We also construct a 
concrete CCA-secure TCBE scheme which is proven 
under the Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) 
assumption in the standard model. 

II.  BACKGROUND DEFINITIONS 

A.  Certificate-based Encryption 
In this section, we briefly review the definition and 

security model for CBE. These definitions are taken from 
[5], where the original definitions given in [7] were 
reconsidered. 

Definition 1. Formally, a certificate-based encryption 
scheme is a tuple of five PPT algorithms (Setup, 
SetKeyPair, Certify, Enc, Dec) such that: 

 Setup is a probabilistic algorithm taking as input a 
security parameter Λ. It returns the certifier’s master-key 
skCA and public parameters params that include the 
descriptions of a finite message space MSPC and a finite 
ciphertext space CSPC. We consider params to be an 
implicit input to the rest of the algorithms. Usually, this 
algorithm is run by a CA. 

 SetKeyPair is a probabilistic algorithm that outputs a 
public/private key pair <upk, usk>. 

 Certify is an algorithm that takes as input <skCA, τ, id, 
upk>. It returns a short-lived certificate Certid,τ, which is 
sent to the user id. Here τ is a string identifying a time 
period, while id contains other information needed to 
certify the user, and upk is the user’s public key. 

 Enc is a probabilistic algorithm taking as inputs <τ, 
id, upk, M>, where M∈MSPC. It returns a ciphertext 
C∈CSPC for message M. 

 Dec is a deterministic algorithm taking <Certid,τ, usk, 
C> as input in time period τ. It returns either a message M 
or the special symbol ⊥ indicating a decryption failure. 

Naturally, it is required that for all M∈MSPC, 
Dec(Certid,τ, usk, Enc(τ, id, upk, M)) = M where Certid,τ = 
Certify(skCA, τ, id, upk) and <upk, usk> is a valid key pair. 

The security model for CBE is defined using two 
different games and the adversary chooses which game to 
play. In Game 1, the Type I adversary A1 has no access to 
the master-key and models an uncertified client and in 
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Game 2, the Type II adversary A2 models an honest-but-
curious certifier who possesses the master-key skCA 
attacking a fixed use’s public key. In [5], Game 2 
requires that params and skCA are fixed at the beginning 
and are supplied to the adversary, while it in [7] is 
allowed to work with multiple values of params. Kang 
and Park [16] pointed out that the restriction in [5] is 
sufficiently reasonable because CA does not change its 
public parameters frequently. The strongest security 
notion of a CBE scheme is IND-CBE-CCA which is 
defined as follows: 

Definition 2. A CBE scheme is secure against adaptive 
chosen ciphertext attacks (or IND-CBE-CCA) if no 
polynomial-time adversary has non-negligible advantage 
in the following CBE Game 1 and CBE Game 2: 

CBE Game 1. The challenger C runs Setup algorithm, 
gives params to the adversary A1 and keeps skCA to itself.  

Phase 1. A1 adaptively interleaves certificate and 
decryption queries, C handles these queries as follows: 

On certificate query <τ, id, upk>, C runs Certify on 
input <skCA, τ, id, upk> to generate Certid,τ. 

On decryption query <τ, id, upk, usk, C>, C runs 
Certify on input <skCA, τ, id, upk> to obtain Certid,τ and 
outputs Dec(Certid,τ, usk, C). 

Challenge. On challenge query <τch, idch, upkch, uskch, 
M0, M1>, where M0, M1∈MSPC are of equal length, C 
checks that <τch, idch, upkch, uskch> is not the subject of a 
certificate query in phase 1. If so, it picks a random bit 
b∈{0,1}, encrypts Mb under the challenge public key 
upkch and sends the resulting ciphertext Cch to A1; else it 
returns ⊥. 

Phase 2. As in phase 1, with the restriction that <τch, 
idch, upkch, uskch, Cch> is not the subject of a decryption 
query and <τch, idch, upkch> was not the subject of a 
certificate query. 

Guess. A1 outputs a guess b’∈{0, 1} and wins the 
game if b = b’. A1’s advantage in this game is defined to 
be Adv(A1) = 2|Pr[b = b’]-1/2|. 

CBE Game 2. C runs Setup algorithm, gives params 
and skCA to the adversary A2. C then runs SetKeyPair to 
obtain a key pair <upkch, uskch> and gives upkch to A2.  

Phase 1. A2 issues a series of decryption queries of the 
form <τ, id, C>. On this query, C runs Certify on input 
<skCA, τ, id, upkch> to obtain Certid,τ and outputs 
Dec(Certid,τ, uskch, C) to A2. 

Challenge. On challenge query <τch, idch, M0, M1>, 
where M0, M1∈MSPC are of equal length, C picks a 
random bit b∈{0,1}, encrypt Mb under the challenge 
public key upkch and sends the resulting ciphertext Cch to 
A2; else it returns ⊥. 

Phase 2. As in phase 1, with the restriction that <τch, 
idch, Cch> is not the subject of a decryption query. 

Guess. A2 outputs a guess b’∈{0,1} and wins the 
game if b = b’. A2’s advantage in this game is defined to 
be Adv(A2) = 2|Pr[b = b’]-1/2|. 

B.  One Time Signature 
Definition 3. A signature scheme is a triple of PPT 

algorithms (KeyGen, Sign, Verify) such that: 
 KeyGen is a probabilistic algorithm taking as input a 

security parameter Λ. It outputs a signing key sk and a 
signature verification key svk. 

 Sign is an algorithm taking as input a signing key sk a 
message m. It outputs a signature σ.  

 Verify is a deterministic algorithm taking as input a 
verification key svk, a message m and a signature σ. It 
outputs 1 iff the signature is valid.  

It is required that for all (sk, svk) output by KeyGen, all 
m in the message space, and all σ output by Sign(sk, m), 
we have Verify(svk, m, σ) = 1. 

The standard notion of the security of a signature 
scheme is existential unforgeability under a chosen 
message attack [25]. A one-time signature (OTS) [24] is a 
signature scheme with strong existential unforgeability 
under a one-time chosen message attack, which is a 
security notion stronger than the standard one. Roughly 
speaking, an OTS scheme is required to be secure that an 
adversary should be unable to forge a new signature even 
on a previously signed message.  

C.  Mathematical Assumption 
Throughout the paper, G1 and G2 denote two 

multiplicative cyclic groups of prime order p; g is a 
generator of ; e is a bilinear map e: G*

1G 1×G1→G2; GG(Λ) 
is a bilinear group generator. For us, a bilinear paring is a 
map e: G1×G1→G2 with following three properties: 
Bilinear: For all u, v∈G1 and a, b∈ *

pZ , e(ua, vb) = e(u, 
v)ab; Non-degenerate: e(g, g) ≠ ; Computable: For all u, 

v ∈ G
2

1G

1, e(u, v) can be efficiently computed. A bilinear 
paring satisfying these three properties is said to be an 
admissible bilinear map. A bilinear group generator GG(Λ) 
takes a security parameter Λ∈Z+ as input and outputs the 
description of groups G1 and G2 and a bilinear map e: 
G1×G1→G2 where the group operation in G1 and G2 as 
well as e can be computed in polynomial time in Λ. 

The bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) problem in G1 is 
as follows: given a tuple g, ga, gb, gc∈G1 as input where a, 
b, c∈ *

pZ , output e(g, g)abc. An algorithm A has advantage 

ε in solving the BDH problem in G1 if Pr[A(g, ga, gb, gc) 
= e(g, g)abc] ≥ ε, where the probability is over the random 
choice of g∈ , the random choice of a, b, c∈*

1G *
pZ , and 

the random bits used by A. 
Similarly, we say that an algorithm B that outputs b 

∈{0,1} has advantage ε in solving the decisional BDH 
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(DBDH) problem in G1 if |Pr[B(g, ga, gb, gc, e(g, g)abc) = 
0] - Pr[B(g, ga, gb, gc, T) = 0]| ≥ ε, where the probability 
is over the random choice of g∈ , the random choice 
of T∈G

*
1G

2, and the random bits consumed by B. 
Definition 4. The DBDH assumption holds in G1 if 

any polynomial time algorithm has negligible advantage 
in solving the DBDH problem in G1. 

III.  THRESHOLD CERTIFICATE-BASED ENCRYPTION 

In this section, we give the formal definition and 
security model for threshold certificate-based encryption. 

Definition 5. A threshold certificate-based encryption 
(TCBE) scheme consists of following seven PPT 
algorithms: 

 Setup is a probabilistic algorithm that takes as input 
<n, k, Λ> where n is the number of certificate servers, k 
(1≤k≤n) is a threshold, and Λ is a security parameter. It 
outputs a triple (params, vk, msk) where params is the 
system public parameters, vk is a public verification key, 
and msk = (msk1, msk2,…,mskn) is a vector of master key 
shares. Certificate server i is given the master key share (i, 
mski). We consider params to be an implicit input to the 
rest of the algorithms.  

 SetKeyPair is a probabilistic algorithm that outputs a 
public/private key pair <upk, usk>. 

 ShareCertify is a probabilistic algorithm that takes as 
input <i, mski, τ, id, upk>. It outputs a short-live 
certificate share ,

i
idCert τ . Here τ is a string identifying a 

time period, while id contains the information needed to 
certify the user, and upk is the user’s public key. 

 ShareVerify is a deterministic algorithm that takes as 
input <τ, id, upk, vk, ,

i
idCert τ >. It outputs valid or invalid. 

 Combine is a deterministic algorithm that takes as 
input <τ, id, upk, vk, { 1

,
i
idCert τ ,…, ,

ki
idCert τ }> where 

 . If one of1,..., ki i {1, 2,..., }n∈ 1
,

i
idCert τ ,…, ,

ki
idCert τ is 

invalid, or if two certificate shares bear the same server 
index, it outputs ⊥. Otherwise, it outputs a short-live 
certificate Certid,τ for the user id during the time period τ. 

 Enc is a probabilistic algorithm that takes as input <τ, 
id, upk, M> and outputs a ciphertext C.  

 Dec is a deterministic algorithm taking <Certid,τ, usk, 
C> as input in time period τ. It outputs either a message 
M or the special symbol ⊥ indicating a decryption failure. 

It is required that these algorithms must satisfy the 
following consistency requirements: 

1. For any <τ, id, upk>, if ,
i
idCert τ = ShareCertify(i, 

mski, τ, id, upk) where mski is one of the master key share 
in msk, then ShareVerify(vk, τ, id, upk, ,

i
idCert τ ) = valid. 

2. For any <τ, id, upk, usk>, if S = 
{ 1

,
i
idCert τ ,…, ,

ki
idCert τ } are k certificate shares where 

,
ji

idCert τ = ShareCertify( , ,
jj ii msk  , ,id upkτ ) and Certid,τ 

is the output of Combine(vk, τ, id, upk, S), then for any M 
we have Dec(Certid,τ, usk, Enc(τ, id, upk, M)) = M. 

The security of a TCBE scheme is defined against two 
different types of adversaries: the Type I adversary A1 
has access to at most k-1 master key shares and models an 
uncertified user; the Type II adversary A2 has access to at 
least k master key shares and models the collusive 
certificate servers to attack a fixed user’s public key. The 
strongest security notion of a TCBE scheme is defined as 
follows: 

Definition 6. A TCBE scheme is secure against 
adaptive chosen-ciphertext attacks (or IND-TCBE-CCA) 
if no polynomial-time adversary has non-negligible 
advantage in the following TCBE Game 1 and TCBE 
Game 2: 

TCBE Game 1. 
Init. The adversary A1 outputs a set of k-1 distinct 

certificate servers S ⊂ {1,…,n} that it wishes to corrupt. 
Setup. The challenger C runs Setup(n, k, Λ) to obtain a 

random instance (params, vk, msk) where msk = (msk1, 
msk2,…, mskn). It gives params, vk and all (j, mskj) for 
j∈S to the adversary A1.  

Phase 1. The adversary A1 interleaves a series of 
certificate share and decryption queries, C handles these 
queries as follows: 

 On certificate share query <i, τ, id, upk> where i∉S, 
C responds A1 with ShareCertify(i, mski, τ, id, upk).  

 On decryption query <τ, id, upk, usk, C>, C first runs 
ShareCertify and Combine to generate Certid,τ for the user 
id during the time period τ, then responds A1 with 
Dec(Certid,τ , usk, C). 

Challenge. On challenge query <τch, idch, upkch, uskch, 
M0, M1>, where M0, M1 are of equal length, C checks that 
<τch, idch, upkch, uskch> was not the subject of a certificate 
share query in phase 1. If so, C picks a random bit 
b∈{0,1}and sets the challenge ciphertext to Cch = Enc(τch, 
idch, upkch, Mb). It outputs Cch to A1. 

Phase 2. As in phase 1, with the restriction that <τch, 
idch, upkch, uskch, Cch> is not the subject of a decryption 
query and <τch, idch, pkch> is not the subject of a 
certificate share query. 

Guess. The adversary A1 outputs a guess b’∈{0, 1} 
and wins the game if b = b’. A1’s advantage in this game 
is defined to be Adv(A1) = 2 |Pr[b = b’]-1/2|. 

TCBE Game 2. 
Init. The adversary A2 outputs a set of k distinct 

master key shares S ⊂ {1,…,n} that it wishes to access. 
Setup. The challenger C runs Setup(n, k, Λ) to obtain a 

random instance (params, vk, msk) where msk = (msk1, 
msk2,…, mskn). It gives params, vk and all (j, mskj) for 
j∈S to the adversary A2. Then C runs SetKeyPair to 
obtain a key-pair <upkch, uskch> and gives upkch to A2.  
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Phase 1. A2 issues a series of decryption queries of the 
form <τ, id, C>. On such a query, C first runs 
ShareCertify and Combine to generate Certid,τ for the user 
id during the time period τ, then responds A2 with 
Dec(Certid,τ , uskch, C). 

Challenge. On challenge query <τch, idch, M0, M1>, 
where M0, M1 are of equal length. C picks a random bit 
b∈{0,1} and sets the challenge ciphertext to Cch = Enc(τch, 
idch, upkch, Mb). It outputs Cch to A2. 

Phase 2. As in phase 1, with the restriction that <τch, 
idch, Cch> is not the subject of a decryption query. 

Guess. A2 outputs a guess b’∈{0,1} and wins the 
game if b = b’. A2’s advantage in this game is defined to 
be Adv(A2) = 2|Pr[b = b’]-1/2|. 

IV.  BUILDING BLOCK 

In this section, we present an efficient CBE scheme 
presented by Galindo, Morillo and Ràfols [13], together 
with its security statements. We will use it as a building 
block and extend it to a TCBE scheme in the next section. 
This CBE scheme is described as follows: 

Setup: Given a security parameter Λ∈Z+, this 
algorithm performs as follows: Run GG (Λ) to obtain <G1, 
G2, e>, where G1 and G2 of prime order p. Randomly 
select *

2 3 1, ,g g g G∈ , *
qZα ∈  and set 1g gα= . Randomly 

select  and  for i = 1,2,…,l. Set U = (u1'u G∈ 1iu G∈ i) be 
an l-length vector. Choose two collision-resistant hash 
functions and*

1 :{0,1} {0,1}lH → *
2 :{0,1} pH Z→ . The 

public system parameters are params = {Λ, p, l, e, G1, G2, 
g, g1, g2, g3, U, H1, H2} and the system master-key is α. 

SetKeyPair: User randomly chooses *
qx Z∈ and 

1'g G∗∈ , then sets his private key as usk = x and his 
public key as upk = < upk1, upk2> = , 'xg g< > . 

Certify: On input <α, τ, id, upk>, this algorithm firstly 
computes v = H1(τ||id||upk1||upk2). Let v[i] be the i-th bit 
of v and V ⊆ {1,2,…,l} be the set of all i for which v[i] = 
1. Then, it randomly select and computes 1r G∗∈

1 2, , , 2, r r
id id idCert Cert Cert g Q gα

τ τ τ=< >=< >, , 

 where . '
i

i V

Q u u
∈

= ∏

Enc: On input <τ, id, upk, M>, this algorithm performs 
the following steps: 

(1) Generate a one-time signature key-pair (svk, sk). 
(2) Compute and . '

i
i V

Q u u
∈

= ∏ 2 ( )h H svk=

(3) Randomly select *
qs Z∈ and compute 

1 2 1 2 1 1 3( , ) ( , ) , , , ( )s s s s h hC e g g e upk upk M g Q g upk g=< >s . 

(4) Compute ( , )Sign sk Cσ = and output <C, svk, σ >. 

Dec: On input <Certid,τ, upk, usk, <C, svk, σ>>, this 
algorithm performs the following steps: 

(1) Check if ( , , )Verify svk C 1σ = . If not, output ⊥ and 
abort. 

(2) Let 2 ( )h H svk= . Randomly select and set (d*
qt Z∈ 1, 

d2, d3) = ( C ,
1, 1 1 3 2( )h h t usk

idert g upk g upkτ 2,idCert τ , tg ). 

(3) Compute and output 1 2 3 3 4

1 2

( , ) ( , )
( , )

C e d C e d C
M

e d C
= . 

Theorem 1. The above CBE scheme is IND-CBE-CCA 
secure if H1 and H2 are two collision-resistant hash 
functions, OTS is a strongly unforgeable signature 
scheme and the DBDH assumption holds in G1. 

Proof. See [13] for the security reduction and concrete 
security statement. 

For simplification, we call the above CBE scheme as 
GMR-CBE scheme in the following text. 

V.  A CONCRETE TCBE SCHEME 

In this section, we build a concrete TCBE scheme 
which is IND-TCBE-CCA secure in the standard model. 
Our scheme can be viewed as an extension of the GMR-
CBE scheme by applying Shamir’s secret-sharing 
technology [2] to the system master key. 

A.  Construction 
The scheme is described as follows: 
Setup: On input <n, k, Λ>, this algorithm generates 

(params, vk, msk) as follows: Run a bilinear group 
generator GG on input Λ and obtain < G1, G2, e>, where 
G1 and G2 of prime order p. Choose random generators 

*
2 3 1, ,g g g G∈  and a random degree k-1 polynomial 

1

0
( ) [ ]

k
i

i p
i

f x a x Z
−

=

= ∈∑ X . Set *(0) pf Zα = ∈ and 1g gα= . 

Randomly select 1'u G∈  and  for i = 1,2,…,l. Set 
U = (u

1iu G∈

i) be an l-length vector. Choose two collision-
resistant hash functions and *

1 :{0,1} {0,1}lH →
*

2 :{0,1} pH Z→ . The public system parameters are 
params = {n, k, Λ, p, l, e, G1, G2, g, g1, g2, g3, U, H1, H2}. 
For i = 1,2,…,n the master key share mski of certificate 
server i is defined as f(i). The public verification key vk = 
(vk1, vk2,…, vkn) = . (1) (2) ( )( , ,..., )f f f ng g g

SetKeyPair: User randomly chooses *
qx Z∈ and 

1'g G∗∈ , then sets his private key as usk = x and his 
public key as upk = < upk1, upk2> = , 'xg g< > . 

ShareCertify: On input <i, mski, τ, id, upk>, this 
algorithm first computes v = H1(τ||id||upk1||upk2). Let v[i] 
be the i-th bit of v and V ⊆ {1,2,…,l} be the set of all i for 
which v[i] = 1. It then sets , selects a random '

i
i V

Q u u
∈

= ∏

1r G∗∈ and computes the certification share ,
i
idCert τ as 

1 2, , , 2, ,imski i i r
id id idCert Cert Cert g Q gτ τ τ

r=< >=< > . 
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ShareVerify: On input <vk, τ, id, upk, ,
i
idCert τ >, this 

algorithm outputs valid or invalid according to the truth 
of the following condition: 

2 12 ,( , ) ( , ) ( , )i i
i ide vk g e Q Cert e g Certτ τ⋅ = ,id . 

Combine: On input <vk, τ, id, upk, { 1
,

i
idCert τ ,…, 

,
ki

idCert τ }> where , this algorithm first 

checks whether one of {
1,..., {1,2,... }ki i n∈

1
,

i
idCert τ ,…, ,

ki
idCert τ } is invalid, 

or two certification shares bear the same server index. If 
so, it outputs ⊥. Otherwise, it first computes the Lagrange 

coefficients 1 ,..., k pZλ λ ∈ such that
1

(0) ( )
k

j j
j

s f fλ
=

= = ∑ i , 

then computes the certification Certid,τ as 

1 2, , ,1 1
( ) , ( )j j j j

k ki i
id id idj j

Cert Cert Certλ λ
τ τ τ= =
=< Π Π > . 

Enc: On input <τ, id, upk, M>, this algorithm performs 
the following steps: 

(1) Generate a one-time signature key-pair (svk, sk). 
(2) Compute and . '

i
i V

Q u u
∈

= ∏ 2 ( )h H svk=

(3) Randomly select *
qs Z∈ and compute 

1 2 1 2 1 1 3( , ) ( , ) , , , ( )s s s s h hC e g g e upk upk M g Q g upk g=< >s . 

(4) Compute ( , )Sign sk Cσ = and output <C, svk, σ >. 
Dec: On input <Certid,τ, upk, usk, <C, svk, σ>>, this 

algorithm performs the following steps: 
(1) Check if ( , , )Verify svk C 1σ = . If not, output ⊥ and 

abort. 
(2) Let . Randomly select and set (d2 ( )h H svk= *

qt Z∈ 1, 

d2, d3) = ( , Ce
1, 1 1 3 2( )h h t usk

idCert g upk g upkτ 2,idrt τ , tg ). 

(3) Compute and output 1 2 3 3 4

1 2

( , ) ( , )
( , )

C e d C e d C
M

e d C
= . 

The consistency of above construction can be checked 
as follows: 

(1) For any <τ, id, upk>, let  
be a certification share generated by ShareCertify(i, msk

,
i
idCert τ =

( )
2 ,f i r rg Q g< >

i, 
τ, id, upk), it is easy to check that the following equation 

( )
2( , ) ( , )f i re g g e Q g⋅ ( )

2( , ) f i re g g Q= is hold. Therefore, 
ShareVerify(vk, τ, id, upk, ,

i
idCert τ ) = valid. 

(2) For any <τ, id, upk, usk>, if S = { 1
,

i
idCert τ ,…, 

,
ki

idCert τ } are k certificate shares where ,
ji

idCert τ = 
ShareCertify ( , , , ,

jj ii msk id upkτ ), let the certificate 

generated by Combine(vk, τ, id, upk, S) be ,idCert τ =  

where
1 2, ,1 1

( ) , ( )j j j j
k ki i

id idj j
Cert Certλ λ

τ τ= =
=< Π Π > 1,..., k

1
1 1

1

( )

, 2 21
( )

k
k k

j j
j j j j j

j j j j

r r
f i rk i r

idj
Cert g Q g Q

λ
λ λ

λ α
τ

=
= =

=

=

∑∑ ∑
Π = = , 

1
1

2,1
( )

k
k

j j
j j j

j j j

r r
rk i r

idj
Cert g g

λ
λ

λ
τ

=
=

=

=

∑∑
Π = = . 

Therefore, the certificate is ,idCert τ 2 ,r rg Q gα=< > . Then 
for any M and C = Enc(τ, id, upk, M), it is easy to check 
that Dec(Certid,τ, usk, C) = M as we have 

2

1

1 , 3 4

, 1 1 3 2 2

( , ) ( , )
( ( ) ,

t
id
h h t usk

id

C e Cert C e g C
e Cert g upk g upk C

τ

τ )
 

= 1 2 1 3

2 1 3

( , ) ( , ') ( , ) ( , ( ( ) ) )
( ( ( ) ) ( ') , )

s x s r s t h x h s

r h x h t x s

e g g e g g Me g Q e g g g g
e g Q g g g g gα

= M. 

B.  Security Proof 
Now, we prove the security of the above TCBE 

scheme based on the security of the GMR-CBE scheme. 
Lemma 1. The above TCBE scheme is secure against 

Type I IND-TCBE-CCA adversary if the GMR-CBE 
scheme is secure against Type I IND-CBE-CCA 
adversary. 

Proof. Suppose that there exists a Type I IND-TCBE-
CCA adversary A1 against the above TCBE scheme with 
advantage ε, we show how to make use of the adversary 
A1 to construct a Type I IND-CBE-CCA adversary B1 
against the GMR-CBE scheme with advantage ε. 

The challenger C starts an IND-CBE-CCA Game by 
executing algorithm Setup of the GMR-CBE scheme to 
generate the system parameters params = {Λ, p, l, e, G1, 
G2, g, g1, g2, g3, U, H1, H2} and the system master-key α. 
The challenger C passes params to B1. Now, B1 interacts 
with A1 as follows: 

Init. A1 outputs a set of k-1 distinct certification 
servers S ⊂ {1,…,n} that it wishes to corrupt. 

Setup. B1 first chooses k-1 random 
integers 1 1,..., ka a Z− p∈ and sets the master key shares for 
the k-1 corrupt servers in S to be

jimsk a

pZλ λ ∈ are 

the Lagrange coefficients such that
1

(0) ( )
k

j j
j

s f λ
=

= = ∑ f i . 

Then we have  

j=  for 

1,..., 1i k= − and ji S∈ . Let ( ) [ ]pf x Z X∈ be the degree 
k-1 polynomial satisfying f(0) = α and ( )j jf i a=  for 

1,..., 1i k= − , hence these master key shares are 
consistent with this polynomial f since ( )

ji jmsk f i=  for 

1,..., 1i k= − . Note that B1 does not know f since it does 
not know α. Then, B1 constructs a public verification key 
vk which is a n-tuple (vk1, vk2,…, vkn) such that ( )f i

ivk g=  
for the polynomial f defined above as follows: for i S∈ , 
B1 sets sinceia

ivk g= ( ) if i a= ; for , Bi S∉ 1 first 
computes the Lagrange coefficients 1 1,..., k pZλ λ − ∈ such 
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that
1

0
1

( ) (0) ( )
k

j j
j

f i f f iλ λ
−

=

= +∑ . Note that these Lagrange 

coefficients are easily calculated since they do not depend 

on f. Then B1 sets 0
1

1 1

j

j

k

i j
vk g mski

λλ
−

=
= Π which satisfies 

that ( )f i
ivk g= as required. Finally, B1 gives A1 the system 

parameters params = {n, k, Λ, p, l, e, G1, G2, g, g1, g2, g3, 
U, H1, H2}, the k-1 master key shares for the k-1 corrupt 
servers in S, and the public verification key vk. 

Phase 1. A1 interleaves a series of certificate share and 
decryption queries, B1 handles these queries as follows: 

On certificate share query <i, τ, id, upk, usk> where 
i∉S, B1 first forwards <τ, id, upk> as the input to the 
certificate query to the challenger C and obtains the 
certificate ,idCert τ 1 2, , 2, r r

id idCert Cert g Q gα
τ τ=< >=< >,

p

. 
Then, it computes the Lagrange coefficients 

1 1,..., k Zλ λ − ∈ such that
1

0
1

( ) (0) ( )
k

j j
j

f i f f iλ λ
−

=

= +∑ , 

picks a random , and sets *
pr Z∈

0

1 1

1

, , 21
( ) j j

k ai
id id j

Cert Cert gλλ
τ τ

−

=
= Π 0

2 2, ,( )i
id idrt Cert, Ce λ

τ τ=

,τ

r

. 

It is easy to check that is 
a valid response to this certificate share query. To see this, 
let

1 2, , ,i i i
id id idCert Cert Certτ τ=< >

0r λ= , then we have that 

0

1

1
( )

, 2 2 21
( ) j j

k ai r f
id j

Cert g Q g g Qλλα
τ

−

=
= Π = i r

r

, 

0

2, ( )i r
idCert g gλ

τ = = . 

On decryption query <τ, id, upk, usk, <C, svk, σ>>, B1 
forwards <τ, id, upk, usk, <C, svk, σ>> to the challenger 
C and outputs the result to A1. 

Challenge. Once A1 outputs <τch, idch, upkch, uskch, M0, 
M1> on which it wants to be challenged, B1 checks that 
<τch, idch, upkch> is not the subject of a certificate share 
query in phase 1. If so, B1 forwards <τch, idch, upkch, uskch, 
M0, M1> as its challenge to the challenger C and obtains 
the challenge ciphertext Cch = Enc(τch, idch, upkch, Mb) 
where b∈{0,1} is a random bit. It outputs Cch to A1. 

Phase 2. As in phase 1, with the restriction that <τch, 
idch, upkch, uskch, Cch> is not the subject of a decryption 
query and <τch, idch, upkch> is not the subject of a 
certification share query. 

Guess. Finally, A1 outputs its guess b’ for b, B1 
outputs the same b’ as its own guess. 

It is readily seen that B1 perfectly simulates all the 
oracles for A1. If A1 succeeds in guessing the bit b, then 
B1 also succeeds in outputting the correct bit. Therefore, 
the advantage that B1 breaks the IND-CBE-CCA security 

of the GMR-CBE scheme is ε. This completes the proof 
of Lemma 1. 

Lemma 2. The above TCBE scheme is secure against 
Type II IND-TCBE-CCA adversary if the GMR-CBE 
scheme is secure against Type II IND-CBE-CCA 
adversary. 

Proof. Suppose that there exists a Type II IND-TCBE-
CCA adversary A2 against the above TCBE scheme with 
advantage ε, we show how to make use of the adversary 
A2 to construct a Type II IND-CBE-CCA adversary B2 
against the GMR-CBE scheme with advantage ε. 

The challenger C starts an IND-CBE-CCA Game by 
executing algorithm Setup of the GMR-CBE scheme to 
generate the system parameters params = {Λ, p, l, e, G1, 
G2, g, g1, g2, g3, U, H1, H2} and the system master key α. 
It also runs the algorithm SetKeyPair to generate a key-
pair <upkch, pskch>. The challenger C gives B2 the system 
parameters params, the master key α, and the challenge 
public key upkch. Now, B2 interacts with A2 as follows: 

Init. A2 outputs a set of k distinct master key shares S 
⊂ {1,…,n} that it wishes to access. 

Setup. B2 first choose a random degree k-1 

polynomial
1

0
( ) [ ]

k
i

i p
i

f x a x Z
−

=

= ∈∑ X  such that (0)f α= . 

Then it sets the master key share mski of certificate server 
i as f(i) for i = 1,2,…,n, and the public verification key vk 
as . Finally, B(1) (2) ( )( , ,..., )f f f ng g g 2 gives A2 the system 
parameters params = {n, k, Λ, p, l, e, G1, G2, g, g1, g2, g3, 
U, H1, H2}, the k master key shares for the k servers in S, 
the public verification key vk and the challenge public 
key upkch to A2. 

Phase 1. The adversary A2 issues a series of 
decryption queries. Let <τ, id, <C, svk, σ >> be a 
decryption query issued by A2, B2 forwards <τ, id, <C, 
svk, σ >> to the challenger C and outputs the result to A2. 

Challenge. At some point, A2 decides to end Phase 1 
and outputs <τch, idch, M0, M1> on which it wants to be 
challenged. B2 forwards <τch, idch, M0, M1> as its 
challenge to the challenger C and obtains the challenge 
ciphertext Cch = Enc(τch, idch, upkch, Mb) where b∈{0,1} is 
a random bit. It outputs Cch to A2. 

Phase 2. As in phase 1, with the restriction that <τch, 
idch, Cch> is not the subject of a decryption query. 

Guess. Finally, A2 outputs its guess b’ for b, B2 
outputs the same b’ as its own guess. 

It is readily seen that B2 perfectly simulates all the 
oracles for A2. If A2 succeeds in guessing the bit b, then 
B2 also succeeds in outputting the correct bit. Therefore, 
the advantage that B2 breaks the IND-CBE-CCA security 
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of the GMR-CBE scheme is ε. This completes the proof 
of Lemma 2. 

By combining Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we have the 
following theorem: 

Theorem 2. The above TCBE scheme is secure in the 
sense of IND-TCBE-CCA if the GMR-CBE scheme is 
secure in the sense of IND-CBE-CCA. 

Furthermore, we have the following conclusion from 
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2: 

Theorem 3. The above TCBE scheme is secure in the 
sense of IND-TCBE-CCA if H1 and H2 are two collision-
resistant hash functions, OTS is a strongly unforgeable 
one-time signature scheme and the DBDH assumption 
holds in G1. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we propose a new notion called 
Threshold Certificate-Based Encryption. This notion 
makes that it becomes more difficult to compromise the 
CA’s master key or to perform DoS attacks against CA. 
We not only provide the formal definition and security 
model for TCBE, but also present a concrete construction 
which is proven to be IND-TCBE-CCA secure in the 
standard model. We believe that the notion of TCBE is of 
practical interest in some application, such as electronic 
commerce and certificate systems. 
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